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ABSTRACT
This paper describes initial Japanese Textual Entailment
Recognition (RTE) systems that participated Japanese Binaryclass (BC) and Multi-class (MC) subtasks of NTCIR-9 RITE.
Our approaches are based on supervised learning techniques:
Decision Tree (DT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
learners. The employed features for the learners include
text fragment based features such as lexical, syntactic, and
semantic ones and new surface/deep case structure based
features. These features are designed so as to assign entailment directions to a text pair in MC subtask. The authors
submitted three runs to each of BC and MC subtasks. The
best performance in the three runs achieves an accuracy of
0.548 in BC subtask and 0.452 in MC subtask, which were
better than the averaged accuracy of all team submissions.

Team Name/ID
NTT CS Labs. / NTTCS

Subtasks/Languages
Japanese Binary-class (BC) and Multi-class (MC) subtasks

External Resources Used
As Japanese publicly available resources, (P1) ALAGIN monolingual language resources: Japanese hierarchical hypernym
DB, Japanese cross-script/orthographic variation pair DB,
Japanese WordNet, (P2) GoiTaikei: Japanese thesauri, (P3)
NAIST Japanese Dictionary, (P4) a Japanese morphological analyzer — ChaSen, (P5) a Japanese Named Entity
chunker/tagger — YamCha, (P6) a Japanese syntactic dependency parser — CaboCha. As Japanese in-house resources, (I1) Lexeed: a semantic lexicon, (I2) a base NP
chunker/tagger, (I3) a surface case structure analyzer, (I4)
a predicate argument structure analyzer.

Keywords
Classiﬁers, DT: Decision Trees, SVM: Support Vector Machines, Lexical normalization, Ratio of shared/unshared text
fragments, Heuristic entailment rules, Entailment pattern
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes Textual Entailment Recognition (RTE)
systems constructed from scratch to participate Japanese

Binary-class (BC) and Multi-class (MC) subtasks of NTCIR9 RITE [15]. This evaluation campaign of NTCIR-9 RITE is
the ﬁrst trial of RTE intended for Japanese. Unlike previous
evaluation campaigns of PASCAL RTE Challenges (RTE16), the MC subtask preliminarily provides no information of
entailment direction; if necessary, it requires to judge even
entailment direction.
Existing approaches to English RTE systems include theorem prover based technique, transformation/similarity based
technique, and supervised learning technique. Although each
approach has its advantages and disadvantages, the authors
took the approach based on supervised learning techniques
using Decision Tree (DT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
learners [13, 3], which are comparatively accessible.
In designing system architecture and features for the learners, the authors focus on three issues below: (1)errors by
text analyzers, (2)lexical normalization, and (3) entailment
direction judgment.
To encode an input of text pair into a feature space, our
system utilizes NLP tools such as morphological analyzers
and syntactic dependency parsers as in existing RTE systems. Because the longer text’s analysis results by NLP
tools are likely to contain the more analysis errors in totality, smaller text fragment are utilized in matching them in
lexical, syntactic, and semantic level.
To match two diﬀerent language expression with the same
sense, our system refers to normalization forms of NAIST
Dictionary[1] and ALAGIN’s three language resources: variation pair DB[9, 12], Japanese WordNet[2], hypernymy DB[16,
10, 12]. Ratios of shared/ unshared text fragments are employed as features. Novel features are, moreover, innovated
by using two in-house analyzers: a surface case structure
analyzer and a predicate argument structure analyzer[17].
These features are designed so as to assign entailment directions to a text pair in MC subtask.
The authors submitted three runs to each of BC and MC
subtasks on test data. For the 1st and 2nd runs, DT and
SVM classiﬁer [13, 3] were, respectively, learned on the provided training data, with all the features. For the 3rd run,
SVM classiﬁer was learned on the provided training data,
with all the features except some features based on surface/deep case structure. For each of BC and MC subtasks,
the 3rd run performs best in the three runs, which achieves
an accuracy of 0.548 in BC subtask and 0.452 in MC subtask. These accuracy are better than the averaged accuracy
of all team submissions.
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Figure 1: Overview of NTTCS RTE system for
NTCIR-9 RITE
After formal run, the authors conducted ablation tests for
the 1st and 2nd run to BC and MC subtasks on test data.
The results of ablation tests depend on combination of a subtask and a learner. It is diﬃcult to make uniﬁed assertions
of which tools or resource contribute to the accuracy.
For the combination of BC subtask and SVM learner, in
the cases of using all the features except a feature based on
surface case structure or except a feature based on synset
overlapping, such runs achieved a slightly better accuracy
while the diﬀerence of accuracies may be in error range.
For the combination of MC subtask and DT learner, in the
cases of using all the features except a unmatched predicate
based feature, such runs achieved a slightly better accuracy
while the diﬀerence of accuracies may be in error range.
The next section outlines our RTE systems and describes
in-house resources and the employed features. Results of the
runs and ablation tests are shown and discussed in Section
3. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Our RTE systems are outlined in Section 2.1; and Section
2.2 presents the features utilized in our RTE systems.

2.1 Overview
As reported in the previous section, our RTE system for
NTCIR-9 RITE [15] are based on supervised learning techniques: Decision Tree (DT) and Support Vector Machine
(SVM) learners [13, 3]. Figure 1 sketches out rough data
ﬂow in our RTE systems. Let (T 1, T 2) or (U 1, U 2) denote
a text pair in training or test data, respectively. To encode
an input text pair into a feature space, each text in pair
involved by text analyzers 1 to 6 in listed in Figure 1.
The ﬁrst analyzer rewrite/transform each input text by
using ALAGIN’s Japanese cross-script/orthographic variation pair DB[9, 12] so as to realize lexical normalization
touched in Section 1.
After this rewriting, morphological analyzer: ChaSen[11],
NE tagger: YamCha[8], non-typed syntactic dependency
structure analyzer: CaboCha[7] are followed as usual. YamCha in our RTE systems assigns an NE label in the IREX
project[14]. Note that unlike English syntactic dependency

structure analyzer, Japanese syntactic dependency structure
analyzer does not label a dependency type such as subject
or indirect object to each dependency relation.
As the ﬁfth text analyzer, in-house base NP Chunker/
Tagger [18] followed the CaboCha dependency parser. Base
NP Tagger assigns a supersense category in Japanese thesauri of GoiTaikei [5] to base NP Chunks.
Finally, the two in-house deep/surface case structure analyzers are conducted. The former is a predicate argument
structure (PAS) analyzer[17]; and the latter is a surface
case structure (SCS) analyzer. Because the PAS analyzer
were trained on NAIST Text Corpus [4], the labeled semantic/case roles are restricted to Ga-case (nominative), Wocase (accusative), and Ni-case (dative). To extract information corresponding to other semantic roles such as locative
or time case, the SCS analyzer extracts surface cases based
on eight case markers: {Ga, Wo, Ni, Kara, He, Yori, No,
De}-particles.

2.2

Features

This section presents the features utilized in our RTE systems. which include text fragment based features such as
lexical, syntactic, and semantic ones and new surface/deep
case structure based features. These features are designed
so as to assign entailment directions to a text pair in MC
subtask. Table 1 shows a summary of the features below.

Lexical match / unmatch features in surface level
Lexical match features in surface level are deﬁned as normalized number of shared tokens with certain POS tags. Tokens
are compared between normalized/base forms. The normalized form are preliminarily selected from base form variations, which are deﬁned in NAIST Japanese Dictionary [1].
The normalized number of shared tokens in this paper is
calculated as the number of shared tokens divided by the
number of all tokens in either of each text pair, while usual
denominator is the number of tokens only in each hypothesis.
In ﬁnding shared tokens, their POS is restricted to one of
four choice below: (0) All token except Particles, Auxiliary
verbs, and Symbols, (1) Nouns, (2) Verbs, or (3) Adjectives.
Lexical unmatch features in surface level are deﬁned as
with the above lexical match features in surface level. In the
deﬁnition of lexical unmatch features in surface level, Phrase
“shared tokens” are substituted with Phrase “unshared tokens”. Moreover, in the calculation of the normalized number of unshared tokens, the denominator is the number of
tokens only in each hypothesis.

Lexical match features in semantic level
Lexical match features in semantic level are deﬁned normalized numbers of shared tokens with certain POS tags, as
with the above lexical match features in surface level.
In these features, tokens are compared between synsets.
Each Token belongs to one or more synsets. If compared tokens share a certain synset, such tokens successes to match.
Their POS restricted is one of three choice below: (1) Nouns,
(2) Verbs, or (3) Adjectives.

Bigram/Trigram match features
Bigram/Trigram match features are deﬁned as with above
lexical match features in surface level. In the deﬁnition of
bigram/trigram match features, Phrase “shared tokens” are
substituted with Phrase “shared N-grams (N = 2 or 3)”.
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Table 1: Summary of features

There are no restriction of POS tags.

Chunk match / unmatch features
Chunk match features are deﬁned as with above lexical match
features in surface level. In the deﬁnition of Chunk match
features, Phrase “shared tokens” are substituted with Phrase
“shared chunks (Base NPs / NEs)”. Chunks are compared
between sequences of normalized/base forms and their categories. Base NP chunks are assigned to a supersense category in Japanese thesauri of GoiTaikei [5] by the in-house
base NP Tagger [18]. NE chunks are assigned to an NE
category [14] by Yamcha NE Tagger [8]. Number of shared
tokens are normalized as with above lexical match features
in surface level
Chunk unmatch features are deﬁned as with the lexical
unmatch features. In the deﬁnition of chunk unmatch features, Phrase “unshared tokens” are substituted with Phrase
“unshared chunks”. Moreover, in the calculation of the normalized number of unshared chunks, the denominator is the
number of chunks only in each hypothesis.

pendency types are not used in this comparison.
In the calculation of the normalized number of unshared
chunks, the denominator is the number of dependency bigrams in either of each text pair.

Case Structure match features
By using the resulting case structures from the PAS/SCS
analyzers, ﬁve-dimensional bit vectors are calculated bellow. Each bit in a bit vector corresponds to one of the ﬁve
entailment labels: B, F, R, C, I in BC subtask.
(1) Find the corresponding predicate pairs (P 1, P 2) in input text pair (T 1, T 2) such that predicates P 1 from
T 1 and P 2 from T 2 have the same normalized/base
forms, or synonym/hyponymy relations [2, 16, 10, 12].
(2) For each corresponding predicate pairs (P 1, P 2), compare slots for each case and assign a bit vector as follows:

Syntactic dependency relation match feature
Chunk match features are deﬁned as normalized numbers
of shared dependency bigram. Dependency bigram is a
modiﬁer-modiﬁee pair of Bunsetu-chunks. A Bunsetsu-chunk
consists of one or more content words followed by zero or
more function words. Japanese syntactic dependency parser
ﬁnds modiﬁer-modiﬁee pairs of Bunsetu-chunks.
Dependency bigrams are compared between sequences of
all normalized/base forms, or between sequences of all normalized/base forms except functional words. Note that de-
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(2.1) if noun phrases in the case slots has the same
normalized/base forms, assign a bit vector whose
only the bit for entailment label ‘B’ is 1 and the
other bits are 0,
(2.2) if the case slot of predicate P 2 is empty, assign a
bit vector whose only the bit for entailment label
‘F’ is 1 and the other bits are 0,
(2.3) if the case slot of predicate P 1 is empty, assign a
bit vector whose only the bit for entailment label
‘R’ is 1 and the other bits are 0,
(2.4) if noun phrases in the case slot has a antonym
relation [6] assign a bit vector whose only the bit
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best in the three runs, which achieves an accuracy of 0.548
in BC subtask and 0.452 in MC subtask. These accuracy are
better than the averaged accuracy of all team submissions.

3.2

Table 2: Formal run results of our RTE system
for entailment label ‘C’ is 1 and the other bits are
0,
(2.5) if noun phrase in the case slot of predicate P 1
has a hyponym of noun phrase in the case slot of
predicate P 2 assign a bit vector whose only the
bit for entailment label ‘F’ is 1 and the other bits
are 0,
(2.6) if noun phrase in the case slot of predicate P 2
has a hyponym of noun phrase in the case slot of
predicate P 1 assign a bit vector whose only the
bit for entailment label ‘R’ is 1 and the other bits
are 0,
(2.7) if none of the above cases (2.1)–(2.6) are applied, assign a bit vector whose only the bit for
entailment label ‘I’ is 1 and the other bits are 0,
(3) For each corresponding predicate pairs (P 1, P 2), calculate logical OR of the bit vectors assigned to all the
cases,
(4) For test pair (T 1, T 2), calculate logical OR of the bit
vectors assigned to all corresponding predicate pairs.
Case Structure match features are bits in the resulting
vector.

Predicate unmatch features
Three predicate unmatch features are deﬁned as follows:
(1)Diﬀerence between numbers of predicates,
(2)Number of unmatched predicates in T1 / T2, and
(3)Number of predicate pairs in antonym relation [6].

Ablation tests and their discussion

After formal run, the authors conducted ablation tests for
the 1st and 2nd run to BC and MC subtasks on test data.
Table ?? shows sample results of ablation tests.
The results of ablation tests depend on combination of a
subtask and a learner. It is diﬃcult to make uniﬁed assertions of which tools or resource contribute to the accuracy.
For the combination of BC subtask and SVM learner, in
the cases of using all the features except a feature based on
surface case structure or except a feature based on synset
overlapping, such runs achieved a slightly better accuracy
while the diﬀerence of accuracies may be in error range.
For the combination of MC subtask and DT learner, in the
cases of using all the features except a unmatched predicate
based feature, such runs achieved a slightly better accuracy
while the diﬀerence of accuracies may be in error range.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes initial Japanese Textual Entailment
Recognition (RTE) systems that participated Japanese Binaryclass (BC) and Multi-class (MC) subtasks of NTCIR-9 RITE.
Our approaches are based on supervised learning techniques:
Decision Tree (DT) and Support Vector Machine (SVM)
learners. These features are designed so as to assign entailment directions to a text pair in MC subtask. These accuracy of our formal run results are better than the averaged
accuracy of all team submissions.
After formal run, the authors conducted ablation tests for
the 1st and 2nd run to BC and MC subtasks on test data.
The results of limited ablation tests depend on combination
of a subtask and a learner. It is diﬃcult to make uniﬁed
assertions of which tools or resource contribute to the accuracy. The authors need to conducts further experiment and
elaborate analysis in future.
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6.

3. FORMAL RUN
This section shows formal run setup and discusses the formal run results and ablation tests.

3.1 Setup and Submission results
The authors submitted three runs to each of BC and MC
subtasks on test data. For the 1st and 2nd runs, DT and
SVM classiﬁer were, respectively, learned on the provided
training data, with all the features. For the 3rd run, SVM
classiﬁer was learned on the provided training data, with
all the features except some features based on surface/deep
case structure. The DT classiﬁers were trained by C4.5 [13]
with the default options. The SVM classiﬁers were trained
by nu-svm of LIBSVM [3]. with 2nd polynomial kernel
Table 2 shows the formal run results of our RTE system.
For each of BC and MC subtasks, the 3rd run performed
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